
 Sense Organs in Animals 

As humans’ animals also have sense organs to see, hear, smell, taste and 

touch or feel.  

But you know they have amazing senses. What does it mean. 

Has this ever happened  you? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You were eating in the playground, an eagle flew down and took away 

your roti.  

 

• There are so many such examples in our nature that shows that some 

animals have super senses as compare to humans whose senses are 

having limits. 

Some of the examples are :  

a) An eagle can see its small prey from  high in the sky. 

b) A dog can hear the faintest sound of someone’s footsteps. 

c) A mosquito can find a human being by smelling his body odour. 

d) A dog can recognise smell for very long period of time. 

e) Some animals behave in strange manner in case of a natural 

calamity.  

Think ....how eagle 

manages to see tiny 

piece of roti from such 

height..can you ? 



Before proceeding further and explaining the details about animal senses 

you must complete this exercise. 

Exercise 

A. Do this activity and answer the following question. 

Drop some sugar, jaggery or anything sweet on the ground. 

Wait until the ants come there. 

1. How long did it take for the ants to come? 

It tooks 15-20minutes for ants to come. 

2. Did one ant come first or a group of ants came together? 

One ant came first. 

3. What did the ants do with the food? 

Ants carried the food to their hole. 

4. Where do they go from there? 

They go to their hole from their. 

5.  Do they move in a line? 

yes, they move in a line. 

 

 

 

 



B. Write some of the super senses in different animals and how they use it 

in their life? 

S No. Name of 

Animal 

Super Sense Use of super sense 

1. Eagle eyesight To see its prey from very 

high 

2. Ants smell To recognise other ants 

and to locate food 

3. Mosquito smell To detect human odour 

4. Dog Sense of smell 

and hearing  

To hear faintest sound and 

to locate missing things 

 

 

 

C. If you have a gift to choose any one super sense what you will choose 

and what you are going to do with that? 

Do it yourself 

D. List some of the movie or cartoon character based on animal super 

senses and write its power? 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Number of pen = 
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 1 𝑝𝑒𝑛
 

Study Material 

Mathematics 

Unit 1 - Unitary Method 

➢  Many to One 

In our previous topic we learnt how to find the value of more 

than one if the value of one unit is given. 

Today we are going to learn how can we find the value of one 

unit if value of more than 1 unit is given. 

 Cost of 1 pen   cost of 10 pen 

 

       5                cost of 1 pen x number of pen 

   5 X 10 = 50 

 

Now, 

If cost of 10 pen is given rupees 50 how can we find cost of 1 pen. 

 

Cost of 10 pen    cost of 1 pen 

 

      50   
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 10 𝑝𝑒𝑛

10(𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑒𝑛)
 =  

50

10
 = 50 ÷ 10 = 5 Rs 

 

In general we can say that, 

 

 Cost of 1 pen = 
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑒𝑛
 

 



 

 

Eg.  If the cost of 7 toy cars is Rupees 252 then what will be the cost of 1 

candle. 

Sol.  

          Cost of 7 toy cars = 252 Rupees 

Therefore, 

 Cost of 1 toy cars = 
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 7 𝑡𝑜𝑦 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑠 

7
 

 =
252

7
 = 252 ÷ 7 

 

 7) 252 (36 

    21 

    042 

      42___ 

     X X 

               Therefore,  

 Cost of 1 toy car is Rupees 36 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Exercise. 

1. Fill in the blanks.(do the proper solution) 

Sl. No. Value of 1 unit Number of unit Total Value 

1 56 6 6 x 56 = 336 

2 26(208÷8) 8 208 

3 35(420÷12) 12 420 

4 895(8055÷9) 9 8055 

5 125(1375÷11) 11 1375 

6 14 52(728÷14) 728 

7 8 86(688÷8) 688 

  

2. Solve the following. 

a) If the cost of 6 kg potatoes is Rs 156. What will be the cost of 1 kg potato? 

Cost of 6kg potatoes = 156 rs 

Therefore, cost of 1kg potato = 
156

6
 = 156 ÷ 6 

  



 6) 156 (26 

     12 

      36 

      36 

      00 

Thus, cost of 1 kg potato = Rs 26. 
  
b) Ram distributed 5 chocolates to each students in his class room and at last 3 

chocolates remains with him. If the total number of students to whom he distributed 

chocolates are 36. Find the total number of chocolates he had? 

 

Sol – Ram distributed 5 chocolates to each students 

 And total number of student = 36 

Therefore, 

                 Total number of chocolates he distributed = 36 x 5 = 180 

 36 

 X5 

 180 

At last 3 chocolates remains with him 

So, Total number of chocolates he had = 180 + 3 = 183 

 

 

 

 

 



c) If the cost of  fencing 8 metre of land is Rs 424. What will be the cost for fencing 

1 metre of land? 

Sol : Since, 

                      Cost of fencing 8m of land = 424 

Therefore, 

                      Cost of fencing 1m of land = 
424

8
= 424 ÷ 8 

 8)424(53 

   40 

     24 

     24 

     00 

 

Cost of fencing 1m land = Rs 53 

 

 Solutions Date- 13.04.20 

English 

 

1. Declarative Sentence 

2. Interrogative Sentence 

3. Exclamatory Sentence 

4. Imperative Sentence 

5. Declarative Sentence 

6. Exclamatory Sentence 

7. Exclamatory Sentence 

8. Interrogative Sentence 

9. Imperative Sentence 

10. Declarative Sentence 



 


